INTRODUCTION
Czech has ten disjoint sets of second or 'Wackernagel' position (2P) clitics, with each set mapping to a single position in a partially ordered cluster 1 The cluster is located in the 'second' or Wackernagel position, and has certain prosodic requirements such as resistance to being broken up by or parsed into separate Intonational Phrases (Fried 1994) . Neither of these characteristics is discussed here; see Fried (1994) and Toman (1996) . This paper will be concerned with the phenomenon of 'clitic climbing', which allows clitics associated with an infinitival complement to appear in the second position of the matrix clause (Aissen and Perlmutter 1983) . Of the clitics above, all but the argumental clitics and se/si require a fuller clause structure than that of those infinitives which allow climbing (below argued to be bare VPs), and are therefore not relevant. The genitive clitic in Czech represents extraction of the genitive portion of a quantified NP, similar to ne/en-cliticization of the Romance group and outside the scope of this paper (see Toman 1986), or more rarely an argumental genitive with the few verbs that allow it. In the latter case, even the most elementary facts regarding position, ordering, and climbing seem unclear to native speakers (see Franks and King 2000:107ff) , and I will consequently not include it in this discussion. Lastly, the SE-type clitics can climb and would shed a great deal of light on the topic; unfortunately, the variety of interpretations available for se/si is as great as that for SE-type clitics of the Romance group (French and Spanish se, Italian si: e.g. reflexive, unaccusative, middle, impersonal), with distinct syntactic properties which have not be yet investigated, and therefore must await future discussion.
The second position clitic cluster has certain internal, organizational properties. The 'core' of the 2P cluster is partially ordered. The following ordering seems nearly universal for all speakers.
2)
li > conditional > auxiliary > se/si > dative > accusative
Variation is found in the placement of the dative of address, the adverbial clitics prý and však, and in the ordering of the accusative and genitive clitics; some speakers apparently also have a less fixed ordering for se (Franks and King 2000:110ff.) . Regarding the dative of address and the adverbial clitics, their placement is rather free for me, sometimes with semantic consequences (see Fried 1994 on the varying meaning of však depending on position). Relevantly, along with many other speakers the ordering of argumental dative and accusative is absolutely fixed for me (cp. Toman 1998) . At a first approximation, the linear order of the c-cluster seems to reflect the expected hierarchical positions of the clitics based on their syntactic function: a question particle in [Spec, CP] , conditional mood in C, auxiliaries in T, se in SPEC-v when an impersonal PRO arb and perhaps in v when an unaccusative particle, and VP-internal objects with dative c-commanding the accusative:
3)
[ CP li [C:conditional [ TP T:auxiliary [ vP 
se v:se [ VP dative [V accusative]]]]]]
The adverbial clitics evidently correspond to speaker-oriented adverbs in Jackendoff's (1972) classification; analyzing the dative of address in a similar way, their relative freedom (with potential consequence for scope) is not surprising. The properties of many of these categories also at least partially explain the cooccurrence restrictions on the cluster, that is, the existence sets only one member of which can be realized. Thus only one conditional, auxiliary, and accusative clitic will surface, simply because only one such element is licensed per clause, regardless of the clitic/non-clitic distinction. The same conclusion plausibly follows for the varieties of se and datives 3 . These arguments suggest that the organizational properties of the 2P cluster follow directly from the syntax, rather than say a morphological template. Two general approaches seem available. Under one approach, a clitic-specific dislocation operation, say driven by a
[clitic] feature, places the clitics in their surface position, presumably locally related to a single head, C or T. Under the other, there is no clitic-specific movement in the syntax, and clitics undergo only clitic-independent syntactic operations that affect other members of the same categories, e.g. NPs/DPs. Both approaches derive the co-occurrence restriction on clitics. In the former approach, the ordering of the cluster rests in the interpretation of the clitic dislocation operation: left/right head-adjunction and/or a multiple specifier construction. In the latter approach, it must be insured that other syntactic operations do not affect the relative order of the clitics in their base positions; moreover, an explanation must be found for the fact that the clitics all surface in a cluster, which suggest a local relation to a certain syntactic position. Both approaches must rely on phonology to account for the sensitivity of the 'second position' to specifically phonological characteristics, such as intonational phrase integrity (Fried 1994) . This paper will argue for the second approach, based on evidence provided by the conditions on the climbing of pronominal clitics. Specifically, I will try to show that the pronominal clitics undergo no clitic-specific syntactic operations, and that their syntax is entirely explained by properties of the Case/Agreement system; their ordering and co-occurrence restrictions, along with a host of other properties discussed below, emerge without stipulation. Section 2 discusses the syntactic structure required for clitic climbing, and demonstrates that it is only possible when the constituent out of which climbing occurs is a bare VP complement of the target of climbing; CP and TP complements do not allow climbing. Section 3 presents new data regarding the interaction of clitic climbing, structural Case, and Agreement, and shows that climbing is only possible under certain Case/Agreement-licensing conditions which equally affect clitics and full NPs. In particular, it will be argued that full NPs can block clitic climbing in a manner that shows that at least a part of clitic movement is Case-driven. Section 4 combines these conclusions to demonstrate that the whole of pronominal clitic movement is Case-driven, and there are no other syntactic operations, clitic specific or not, that affect the movement of pronominal clitic. An extension of these conclusions to other clitics shows that this approach is fully compatible with the facts and offers an attractive, minimal account under which the cooccurrence and ordering restrictions of the 2P cluster are emergent properties of cliticindependent syntactic operations.
CLITIC CLIMBING AND RESTRUCTURING
This section will present the basic facts of Clitic Climbing (CC). It will be shown that CC is possible out of the infinitival but not finite complements of both Raising and Control verbs. These infinitival complements have two different structures depending on the application of CC: a Restructuring (Rizzi 1978) or Clausal Union structure (Aissen and Perlmutter 1976) if CC applies (these infinitives will be called RIs here), and a fuller clausal structure if it does not (NRIs). The test diagnosing Restructuring (R) show that RIs are bare VP, as opposed to NRIs which have a fuller clausal structure including at least vP and TP projections, as proposed by Wurmbrand (1998).
Clausal Complements in Czech
Czech has both finite and non-finite clausal complements 4 :
Jan ordered y h
Jan ordered Peter-D run.away-INF
Verbs taking non-finite complements can be demonstrated to be of both the Raising and Control type, the latter both subject and object Control. ECM verbs are apparently absent in Czech, the closest analogue being verbs of perception, a situation analogous to that in German and Italian (and as in these languages, there are ECM verbs taking small clause complements). In this section we will apply some standard tests differentiating Raising and Control verbs. One standard diagnostic relies on the theta criterion. Raising predicates impose no selectional restrictions on their subjects, while Control predicates do. Consequently, Raising but not Control allows expletive subjects, subjects of sentential idioms, and subjects that do not satisfy the thematic requirements of the upstairs verb.
Consider the verbs chtít 'want' and d e f 'begin', which can be both monoclausal transitive verbs and biclausal verbs taking infinitival complements. The subjects of both in a monoclausal construction in Czech must be an NP that is capable of wanting or beginning something:
Jana/*soap/*[that will-3.sg rain-INF] wants gift-A b)
Jana/*soap/* [that snow-3 .sg] will.begin competition-A Mýdlo 'soap' and 'that it will rain' do not satisfy the thematic requirements of chtít 'want' and ¡ ¢ 'begin', hence their ungrammaticality in (5). They are however felicitous 4 In the glosses, morphological categories are indicated unless evident, separated from the lexical item by a dash; items that need to be translated by several words in English have these separated by a dot, and this also separates morphological categories. The abbreviations are: A for accusative, D dative, G genitive, sg/pl number, 1/2/3 person, AUX auxiliary, INF infinitive, SE a clitic with a reflexive, impersonal (passive or middle), ergative, and inherent functions, NEG negation. Czech is a pro-drop language; pro is indicated by agreement on the verb, which is always glossed, while agreement with an overt subject is not but translated by English morphology (want/wants). Clitics are in bold type throughout.
subjects of other verbs:
soap cost two crowns already before inflation b)

Control soap wanted cost-INF two crowns already before inflation
b) ó ï í ë è ð Þ à á Ò â Ü å Î å ñ ç ß ò Í Î Ï Ð Ñ Ò that rain-3.
sg wanted-3.sg soldiers-D bother-INF
Subjects like mýdlo 'soap' and
'that it is raining', which cannot satisfy the selectional requirements of monoclausal
'begin' and chtít 'want', are allowed in biclausal structures with the former but not the latter verbs. This suggests that the former verb when taking an infinitival complement does not impose selectional restrictions on its subject, which originates in the lower clause and raises to the higher clause, and that it is therefore a Raising verb. That Raising is involved, rather than an expletive subject for
11)
Venku se
outside SE all devils marry "The weather outside is terrible."
While the referential NP
'all the devils' is a possible controller as such by virtue of devils being capable of wanting and beginning actions, the NP in this sentential idiom is not referential and incapable of taking on such properties. We would therefore expect it to be a possible subject of Raising but not Control verbs, which is true 5 :
it all devils SE outside began/*wanted marry-INF "The weather outside started/*wanted to be terrible."
A diagnostic distinguishing Raising from Control predicates that does not depend on theta-theoretic properties is developed in May (1977) . It depends on exploiting covert Quantifier Raising (QR) that in monoclausal sentences like someone saw everyone allows both someone to take scope over everyone, implying one individual that saw everyone, and everyone to take scope over someone, where the identity of someone is varies with each member of the set denoted by everyone. The latter reading is clause-bounded: someone though that everyone left has only the first reading. Interestingly, in English Raising verbs allow the inverse reading created by covert QR, while Control verbs do not: 13)a) Someone seems to have run in every race (someone > everyone, every > someone) b)
Someone wanted to run in every race (someone > everyone, *every > someone)
A common analysis of these results is that the subject originates in the embedded clause with Raising but not Control verbs; at LF a raised subject can be interpreted in the lower clause through reconstruction (e.g. via May's Quantifier Lowering into a theta position or by interpreting the lower copy in a copy-theory of movement), where it may be scoped over by every race via clause-bounded QR. In Czech, 14)a) Po schA
∃>∀, ∀>∃ after meeting someone will.begin consider-INF SE every problem "After the meeting someone will begin to consider every problem." b)
Po schW 'keep on, continue'), as well as strašit, hrozit 'promise, threaten' (as in "the price of soap threatens to go up"). Subject-control verbs are non-Raising modals listed above, as well as motion verbs ( 'come', jít 'go', vrátit se 'return'), volitional verbs (skusit, pokusit 'try', rozhodnout se 'decide', dokázat 'manage, succeed', mínit 'intend', plánovat 'intend, plan', umínit si 'intend, decide', odmítnout 'refuse'), as well as zapomenout 'forget'.
Consider now object-Control vs. ECM verbs. In English, the difference is evident in theta-theoretic tests, for example with sentential idioms: Mary believed/persuaded the cat to be out of the bag. Control verbs assign a theta role to their NP complement and allow only the nonidiomatic reading where John's uncle actually kicks a bucket. Aside from verbs of perception, verbs which are followed by an NP and an infinitive in Czech allow only the non-idiomatic reading of 'all the devils' for the idiom in (11):
Maria forced all devils SE outsided marry-INF "Mary ordered all the.devils to get married outside." *"Maria ordered the weather to be terrible."
Some verbs that correspond semantically to ECM verbs in English, e.g. 
Clitic Climbing
Clitic climbing refers to a phenomenon whereby a clitic belonging to an infinitive shows up within the clause of a c-commanding verb: 19)a) Dana <ho> In these examples, the clitic ho belonging to the lower verb can be realized in either the matrix or the embedded clause. There is no clitic 'lowering': the clitic mi of (c) can only be placed as in the example.
If CC takes place, it is an all-or-nothing phenomenon: either all the clitics of an embedded verb undergo CC, or none does. In the following example the lower verb has several pronominal arguments that can be realized as clitics: The phenomenon was the basis of one of the earliest arguments that CC is a consequence of a different clausal structure rather than a rule, and that CC is obligatory out of RIs: Restructuring implies CC Perlmutter 1976, 1983) . CC is only possible out of infinitives in complement position, not out of adjuncts:
The following glosses, to save space, rely on the <> notation, which indicates that only one element inside an ntuple of <>'s is to be realized per sentence. Thus <John> seemed <*John> to leave means that John seemed to leave is grammatical while seemed John to leave is not. Otherwise standard bracketing and */? conventions apply. 9 In general, the Wackernagel or second position requirement in infinitival clauses may be satisfied in two ways: the clitic may be placed after the first constituent of the embedded clause, or alternatively before the first constituent, in which case the matrix clause apparently counts as the first element in the second position requirement. This (19)a) has the somewhat degraded alternative
. Since this latter option often makes for an ambiguity between whether the clitic is in the matrix or dependent clause, I abstract from it throughout.
Dana <him-A> will rather run.away than <him-A> kiss
At a first approximation then, CC is impossible out of finite clauses and optional out of non-finite clauses, whether Raising or Control complements. However, the situation is complicated by wh-infinitivals, which do not allow CC:
22)
Nevím <*ho> jak <ho> pé
NEG-know-1.sg <him-A> how <him-A> introduce-INF "I don't know how to introduce him."
In the following section we will argue that the application of CC implies a clause-structure radically different from analogous sentences where CC has not applied, namely a bare VP as opposed to an IP/CP. CC will be claimed to be possible (and indeed obligatory 10 ) only given this highly reduced bare-VP structure, explaining its inapplicability to both finite clauses and whinfinitivals. Perlmutter (1976, 1983) and Rizzi (1976 Rizzi ( , 1978 presented a number of arguments that CC in Spanish and Italian implies a clause structure quite different from non-CC environments; following Rizzi, I will call this phenomenon Restructuring (R). Wurmbrand (1998) has recently argued on the basis of a wide number of tests that RIs are bare VPs, lacking the transitivizing light verb v along with the external argument it selects, and all higher projections. R is thus not a process, as in earlier literature, but a difference in base-generated structures.
Clause Structure under Clitic Climbing
Without R, the complement is at least a vP; I will assume, following Landau (1999) , that Control complements are CPs, while Raising complements are probably at least 'defective' TPs. Under R, we thus get the following structures for a subject-Control verb (Wurmbrand 1998:21):
Interpretive principles insure that John is the subject of both verbs. Similarly for object-Control verbs, the indirect object of the higher VP is interpreted as the subject of the lower VP in something 11 like the following structure (cp. Wurmbrand 1998:172):
24)a) John ordered Mary to visit his sister b) CP
The differences between RIs and NRIs admit themselves to being tested by a wide range of diagnostics, some of which are applied below 12 . These diagnostics will argue not only that the RIs have a different and more reduced structure that NRIs, but that they are specifically bare VPs.
Binding Domains
The difference between RIs and NRIs has binding-theoretic implications. Under R, the lower VP has no subject, and therefore does not constitute a binding domain; introducing a vP with an external argument, as well as any higher projections, makes the complement a separate binding domain. We would thus predict consequences for binding principle B, which rules out coreference between a pronoun and a c-commanding NP within the same binding domain.
Consider In (25)a), where CC has applied, the clitic object of the lower verb cannot be co-referential with the matrix subject, while this is permitted in (24)b) where there is no CC. Clearly, CC implies that the subject of an object-Control verb, and the object of its complement, are in the same binding domain, while its absence means they do not have to be. In Czech as in English, the indirect object of a double object structure does not establish a new binding domain (e.g. by counting as an accessible subject):
26)
Ty jsi mu ukázal sám sebe/*tebe you AUX-2.sg him-D showed alone self-A/you-A "You showed him yourself/*you."
The differences in the binding possibilities in (25) follow immediately from the structure in (24)b).
Subject-oriented Anaphors
Languages with subject-oriented anaphors should display a clear difference between R and non-R structures for object-Control verbs. Under R, the subject of the lower clause is simply an object of the matrix clause, and should not be able to bind a subject-oriented anaphor. Without R, the embedded clause has its own subject PRO, controlled by the object of the matrix clause, and the PRO subject should be able to function as the antecedent of a subject-oriented anaphor. Wurmbrand (1998:178) uses this difference as a diagnostic for R in German.
Czech has a subject-oriented anaphor
'own' that cannot be bound by anything other than a subject 13 , including the indirect object (see further Toman 1992). Object-Control complements are an exception to this rule, and
in an embedded clause is obligatorily controlled by the matrix object if CC does not take place.
27)
Pavel i
Pavel ordered John-D give-INF them-A own friends-D
"Paul i ordered John j to give them to his *i/j friends"
This yields strong evidence for the presence of a PRO subject in Control complements. However if CC occurs;
now cannot be co-referential with the matrix indirect object:
Pavel them-A ordered John-D give-INF own-D friends-D
This difference follows immediately from the structures for R given above, where there is no theta-selector v for PRO, and thus the closest subject is the matrix one. Interestingly, the matrix subject cannot bind the anaphor either. Wurmbrand (1998:181) suggests two reasons why such binding is impossible: either because an anaphor has to be bound by a co-argument; or because although the indirect object in [Spec, VP 1 ] in (24)b) cannot bind subject-oriented anaphors, it still counts as an accessible subject for subject-oriented anaphors. Wurmbrand (1998:182ff.) argues that RIs differ from NRIs in how the subject of the embedded clause is construed. RIs require that the subject of the complement verb is identical to the controller argument of the upstairs verb (semantic control, cp. Williams 1980 , Chierchia 1984 . NRIs, on the other hand, merely require that the subject of the embedded verb include the upstairs controller in its reference set (syntactic control). As a result, only NRIs allow split and imperfect control.
Variable Control
Split control occurs when the subject of the embedded verb is interpreted as including not only the usual controller argument of the upstairs verb, but also another upstairs argument. The presence of multiple controllers can be tested by including in the lower clause an adverb which requires a plural antecedent, like 'together'. In German, anbieten 'propose' is a NRI verb while befehlen 'order' is a RI:
29)
Ich i habe ihm j angeboten/*befohlen [gemeinsam zu musizieren]
I have him-D offered/*ordered [together to dance-INF]
Anbieten allows the subject of musizieren to be controlled by both ich and ihm in the matrix clause, while befehlen requires that the subject of musizieren be identical with ihm and thus incompatible with the adverb gemeinsam. The same contrast is found in Czech, not with different verbs, but depending on whether CC has taken place or not: 
sg you-D him-A offered meet-INF together
Thus split control is allowed only if CC does not take place. Another consequence of the weaker subset requirement on syntactic control is that NRI verbs can combine with predicates requiring a plural subject, like meet, even if the matrix verb has only one singular argument (Williams 1980) ; the plurality requirement of meet in NRI (Control) structures is met by allowing implicit participants from the discourse to Control PRO jointly with the matrix subject: 31)a) *I will try to meet at 6 RI b) I decided to meet at 6 NRI This difference also is found in Czech, again depending on CC:
32)a) (?)Jan plánuje sejít se pod mostem Jan plans meet-INF SE under bridge b) *Jan se plánuje sejít pod mostem Jan SE plans meet-INF under bridge
Plural predicates can be embedded under verbs which offer only one singular controller only if CC does not take place. Wurmbrand argues that these facts follow from the differences between RIs and NRIs. In RIs, the embedded predicate semantically composes with the upstairs argument that it takes as subject. NRIs however include an additional syntactic element, PRO, which the embedded verb takes as a subject. PRO is controlled by an upstairs argument if one is available, but it does not, by hypothesis, require identity with its controller. In Czech, syntactic control is apparently allowed with all Control verbs but only if CC does not take place.
Inverse Scope
Recall that we have shown above that for Control verbs without CC, the matrix subject must take scope over an embedded argument (see example (14)). The unavailability of inverse scope arises from the clause-boundedness of Quantifier Raising and the absence of a reconstruction site in the complement. However, if CC applies, both the normal and the inverse scope are available:
33)
Po sch9
∃>∀, ∀>∃ after meeting SE someone wanted consider-INF every-D problem-D "After the meeting somewhat wanted to consider every problem"
The availability of inverse scope in sentences with CC suggests that QR is able to move an argument of the lower verb above the subject of the matrix verb. Since QR is clause-bounded, RIs under CC consist of a single clause.
TP-level Adverbs
Kotalík (1996) discusses TP-level adverbs in Czech. Czech is a discourse-configurational language, with the rightmost part of the clause interpreted as new information / rheme, and the leftmost as old information / topic. Kotalík's basic point is that the domain of the rheme in Czech is the VP max ; any elements inside the VP max may be interpreted as the rheme, and must do so if they stay in-situ. However, certain adverbs like teda 'then', This difference indicates that structures to which CC applies do not allow the complement to host speaker-oriented adverbs. This follows immediately given the R structure above, where the complement of R verbs is a bare VP, and speaker-oriented adverbs are located outside the VP max in Czech.
Tense Clash
One of Wurmbrand's arguments for the absence of the TP in the complements of R verbs is the dependency of the tense of the complement verb on the tense of the matrix verb, and the subsequent impossibility of clashing temporal interpretation (Wurmbrand 1998, chapter 2):
36)
John decided/*tried to go to Kamchatka tomorrow
In order to allow a tense that clashes with the tense of the matrix T, a dependent clause must include its own T. The impossibility of tense clash for RI verbs like try shows that they take complements without T 15 . In Czech, tense clash is permitted only if CC does not occur; of course clash is also fine with a finite complement (37)c):
Complements out of which CC takes place thus arguably have no T to license a temporal reference independent of the matrix T.
Raising Verbs
The above tests have been applied to Control verbs only. Below we see that Raising verbs give the same results under CC: 38)a) *Jan se
(TP-level adverbs) Kazi them-A began recount after.all that story We reach the same conclusions then for complements of Raising verbs under CC: no PRO, no CP, no TP; thus under CC the complements of Raising verbs are bare VPs.
For Raising verbs without CC, the diagnostics do not give the same results as for analogous Control complements. TP-level adverbs are allowed, as in non-CC Control complements (39)a); but unlike in the latter, for non-CC Raising complements variable/split control is impossible (39)a), while inverse scope is fine (above, (14)a)):
jim teda ten p¨íb § ý (TP-level adverbs) Kazi began recount them-A after.all that story These results are expected given the structure for Raising complements. They are assumed to be at least TPs, thus explaining the licensing of TP-level adverbs. However, they do not have PRO, which would allow variable Control; rather their subject raises into the upstairs clause, leaving a reconstruction site that (along with clause-bounded QR) gives rise to inverse scope.
Conclusion
In the above section we have applied six tests which suggest that the complements of Control predicates have radically different structure in CC and non-CC sentences. In sentences with CC, the embedded clause does not form a binding domain and lacks its own subject to bind subjectbound anaphors. This suggests that such complements lack the PRO subject of Control structures. The unavailability of variable control under CC sentences bolsters this hypothesis, suggesting further that the embedded verb gets its subject by semantic composition with the controller argument of the upstairs verb. The availability of inverse scope argues that the complement is not a clause. The inability to license TP-level adverbs and the impossibility of tense clash further suggest that the TP projection is missing.
The results of these tests suggest extending Wurmbrand's (1998) conclusions about R to Czech when CC has applied: CC happens only when the complement is an RI, and an RI is a bare VP. By parity of reasoning, complements in structures where CC has not applied are (or rather, can be) CP and TPs: QR is bounded, TP-level adverbs and tense clash are licensed, PRO and by implication v are present. None of these tests show that RIs do not have light verbs at all; however, if such a light verb is present, we know that it does not select an external argument, and is thus invisible to locality conditions on XP movement. In the following section we will see that this light verb is also not a Case licenser, unlike the transitive v. Beyond that the issue is unresolved 16 . The conclusion we have come to about structures with CC for Czech is identical to that which Wurmbrand (1998) reaches for RIs in Germanic and Romance. There is one aspect however which is novel. CC is impossible out of Raising complements without unless they are RIs: for example, while such infinitives normally license speaker-oriented adverbs, they do not do so under CC. Comparing this with the known typology of movement types, © -movement like wh-movement and topicalization can cross CP-boundaries, depending on the availability of an 'escape hatch' in the CP (Chomsky 1973 (Chomsky , 1977 , and across TP-boundaries always: 16 Analogously to the question of whether passives and/or ergatives are headed by light verbs. Another unresolved and perhaps related question is why R structures cannot support sentential idioms, patterning in this like Control verbs (cp. *the fan was hit by the shit, *the bucket was kicked by her uncle yesterday): A-movement is always CP-bounded 17 ; as for TP clauses, the subject can undergo A-movement into the higher clause, but locality blocks objects from doing so. Czech pronominal clitics are always object clitics. Consequently, pronominal clitic climbing is sensitive to exactly the same boundaries as A-movement. This suggests a connection between the two, which will be explored in the next section.
There is another aspect in which the data reviewed here departs from Wurmbrand's conclusions, as well as those of most previous accounts of Restructuring. Previous investigations have focused on Catalan, Italian, Spanish, German, and Dutch. For all of these languages, there appears to be a core of verbs which optionally admit R for all speakers, a group which admits only non-R Control/Raising complements, and an intermediate group in which there is variation; see Wurmbrand (1998, Appendix) for review. For Czech, however, I've not been able to draw this distinction. It seems that all verbs that admit Control and Raising infinitives also admit RIs. This includes verbs that Wurmbrand observes never show R, such as 'intend, plan' (plánovat), and verbs that are on her 'outer periphery', such as 'choose, decide' (rozhodnout se), 'refuse' (odmítnout), 'recommend' (doporuQ
ázat), and 'promise, threaten' (hrozit, strašit). Other verbs which universally do not take R, propositional and factive verbs (Wurmbrand 1998:235ff.) , are restricted to finite complements in Czech.
CLITIC CLIMBING, CASE, AND AGREEMENT
The previous section has demonstrated that both Raising and Control verbs in Czech freely allow CC, taking an RI where the complement is a bare VP. This implies that when more structure than a bare VP is required, for example by PRO (which requires a v selector), by a TP-level adverb, or a temporal reference not licensable by the matrix clause, R and hence CC are impossible, as demonstrated above. However, object-Control verbs restrict the freedom of CC by additional constraints that apparently have nothing to do with either structure or interaction with other clitics, but rather with Case: 41)a) Ty jsi ho JanW doporuX Observations like this are have been made in the literature (e.g. Perlmutter 1983:379, Wurmbrand 1998:311) , usually without an explanation. Below we will see that there is a coherent pattern to the blocking of R with object-Control verbs that depends on the Case of the controller and of the object(s) of the embedded verb, regardless of their full or clitic status. The explanation will demonstrate that clitics require Case licensing in the manner of non-clitic NPs and interact with the latter, and that at least a portion of CC is Case-driven A-movement.
Constraints on Clitic Climbing
Recall that for Czech Control verbs, the controller can be either nominative subject, dative object, or accusative object. This data raises two questions. One is the dative/accusative asymmetry, which we will leave for now. The other is the question of what is blocking CC. The theory of movement (or chain formations) admits of two types of answers. On the one hand, movement is blocked if a certain type or amount of structure induces barrierhood; in the most familiar case, CPs block Amovement in general, and j -movement unless the latter is successive-cyclic. On the other, movement is also constrained by locality: an element cannot move past a c-commanding element of the same type, or one which enters into the same type of relation (Relativized Minimality).
A more detailed inquiry into the issue suggests barrierhood, rather than locality, is the culprit here. As demonstrated above, an accusative can climb past a dative, while a dative cannot. Suppose then that we take a verb with a dative controller (clitic or NP), and an infinitival complement with both a dative and an accusative clitic. The dative clitic cannot undergo CC, either because of barrierhood or locality. If locality alone is what restrains this movement, we should predict the accusative clitic, which can climb past a dative, should be able to climb into the matrix clause. This is incorrect: The correct generalization so far seems to be that a dative controller, clitic or NP, (a) blocks the CC of datives, and (b) as a consequence, blocks the climbing of accusatives as well, which would independently be allowed past a dative. This renders a locality-type account unviable, since it cannot explain the (b) consequent. Rather, the combination of a matrix dative argument and an infinitival dative argument forces the infinitive to have a structure which serves as a barrier to CC: it is no longer a bare VP.
Case Licensing of Clitics and NPs
The constraints above can be schematized as follows, where M stands for the matrix verb and I for the restructured infinitive (bare VP):
49)
Restructuring is impossible in the following structures:
Since the conditions do not refer to clitic vs. NP status of the relevant arguments, but apply equally to both, and since the only variable is Case, it seems that Case licensing requirements are what blocks the bare VP structure of the infinitive, and force additional layers of structure. These in turn block CC. Below, we will argue that there is a parallel constraint on structural Case licensing of the internal arguments of ditransitive predicates; and that this in turn reflects a more general constraint on multiple Case licensing. The argument requires a digression into the theory of structural Case and Case licensing adopted here. One of the major sources of evidence for Wurmbrand that R constructions are bare VPs is their reliance on a single Case licenser; see the trees in examples (23) and (24) above. Thus the arguments of the infinitive depend for Case licensing on licensers in the matrix clause, e.g. v in the active and T in the passive. Wurmbrand's evidence relies on the behavior of R constructions when the matrix verb is passive, and its v is therefore either missing or cannot license Case. The only available Case licenser is T, which assigns nominative. In R passives of subject 'Control' verbs, the embedded object should then get the nominative and agree with the matrix verb. This is exactly what optionally happens in German with R-triggering verbs like versuchen 'try', while the argument of non-R verbs like plannen 'plan' is restricted to the accusative: (Wurmbrand 1998:120, 130) As Wurmbrand notes (p. 120, ft. 29), passivizing Restructuring and Control verbs is crosslinguistically rarely possible, and the long passive does not exist in Czech. However, the absence of Case-licensers in the embedded clause in R constructions, which are then bare VPs, implies that when a Case licenser is forced to be present in the infinitive for some reason, Restructuring is blocked. Here we will argue that the Case configurations which block Restructuring are also those which do not occur in ditransitives with structural Case, and that this in turn is a constraint on multiple Case licensing. Hence such Case configurations force the infinitive to have its own Case licenser, and be at least a vP. We will address the issue of why this is sufficient to block CC in section 4. In traditional theories of Case Licensing, theta-related morphological cases like the dative and structurally determined cases like the accusative belong to two different, non-interacting systems: inherent vs. structural Case (Chomsky 1986 ). More recently, it has been shown that some inherent Case arguments, in particular the datives of ditransitive verbs in the double object construction (DOC), are subject to structural Case licensing, while others are not (Belletti 1988 , Freidin and Sprouse 1991 , Schütze 1993 , Collins and Thráinsson 1996 , Chomsky 1998 , Rezac 2001a ). The arguments were based mainly on the fact that in Icelandic, some DOC datives undergo NP-movement under passivization (thus to [Spec, TP] , cp. Zaenen et al. 1985) and Object Shift (to [Spec, vP/Agr O P], cp. Holmberg 1986). These are A-movements by such standard diagnostics as absence of weak cross-over effects, and both are restricted to NPs not introduced by a preposition. Moreover, a dative undergoes movement based on locality: namely the dative moves if there is no c-commanding NP-with structural Case, and in such situation the dative accordingly blocks the movement of all NPs it c-commands, in particularly the lower accusative argument of a DOC.
Thus in a DOC, we have two internal arguments, a higher dative and a lower accusative, both of which need structural Case licensing. Following Chomsky's (1998) analysis of piacere dative-nominative verbs in Icelandic, Rezac (2001a Rezac ( , 2001b argues that such instances of multiple Case licensing are implemented by a single Case licenser, which we will take to be v in the DOC active and T in the DOC passive. Evidence for this comes in two varieties. First, in the passive of a DOC, the dative indirect object undergoes A-movement to [Spec, TP] , while the direct object becomes a nominative. Under the hypothesis that T is the locus of nominative licensing, both the A-movement and nominative licensing are mediated by a single element, T. Second, when multiple NP-movements of both arguments take place, such as Object Shift of both the dative and accusative in the DOC active, both movements target a single functional head (v), creating a multiple specifier construction 20 . Since Object Shift is Case-driven (Holmberg 1986, Collins and Thráinsson 1996) , v is responsible for licensing the Case of both the dative and the accusative.
To give a concrete illustration, let us take Object Shift in an active DOC in Icelandic. (51) Ég lána Maríu baekurnar ekki
I-NOM lend Maria-D books.the-A not
The structure produced by multiple Object Shift of both the indirect and direct object is a multiple specifier construction of vP:
Here, the first instance of Object Shift, triggered by v 0 as the Case licenser, moves the indirect object Maríu to [Spec, vP] . The second instance affects the direct object baekurnar, again moving it into [Spec, vP] . In compliance with Richard's (1997) tucking-in constraint on multiple specifiers, which requires that the c-command relations between multiple specifiers formed by movement reflect the pre-movement c-command relations of the elements that have moved to form them, the second movement 'tucks-in' under the first. Since Object Shift is Case-driven, the fact that both objects move to [Spec, vP] means that both are being Case-licensed by v 0 . Let us return to Restructuring constructions. Since the infinitival complement is a bare VP, its arguments depend for Case-licensing on the closest Case-licenser of the matrix clause, as demonstrated by Wurmbrand and reviewed above (cp. the discussion of ex. (50)). If the matrix clause is active (Czech does not have long-distance passives), this will be v. We have found that Restructuring is possible when the Case configuration is (DAT, ACC), which parallels multiple structural Case licensing in Icelandic (DAT, ACC) DOCs. On the other hand, the configurations (ACC, ACC), (ACC, DAT), and (DAT, DAT) are blocked from Restructuring, apparently for Case reasons. We should then examine parallel Case configurations in ditransitives, to see if in such situations both objects behave as if they still had structural Case, or if multiple Case licensing in such configurations is prohibited.
Icelandic has no ditransitive verbs with clearly (ACC, ACC) configurations for its internal arguments, but it does have verbs with (ACC, DAT) and (DAT, DAT). For the former, Falk (1990) , Holmberg and Platzack (1995) , and Collins and Thráinsson (1996) demonstrate that not only is multiple Object Shift of both arguments unavailable, but that there is in fact considerable evidence that the lower dative argument does not enter into structural Case licensing but is licensed by a null preposition. This suggests that multiple Case licensing of a higher accusative and a lower dative is not possible. Thus in order for such a Case configuration to be accommodated, a separate Case licenser must be added for the dative in the infinitival clause, which then is at least a vP and no longer a bare VP:
The addition of the extra vP shell blocks clitic climbing, which is possible only out of bare VPs. The (ACC, ACC) configuration is cross-linguistically rare for ditransitive verbs (unless one of the accusatives is semantic, e.g. a measure phrase). Anagnostopoulou (Forthcoming) surveys double accusative verbs in Greek, such as include didasko 'teach', plirono 'pay', kernao 'offer food', serviro 'serve'. These take two constructions: one with the goal in the genitive 21 and the theme in the accusative, and one with accusative on both goal and theme. For the latter construction, Alexiadou uses passivization, cliticization and clitic-doubling, and nominalizations to argue that only the goal behaves as an object, while the theme is getting its accusative through a mechanism not related to structural Case marking (whose nature is ultimately unclear). In Czech such double accusative verbs are very rare. For (DAT, DAT) ditransitive verbs, the Icelandic data are not clear 25 . For Czech at least, there is evidence that multiple Case licensing cannot handle two datives. Czech relatively freely allows the addition of benefactive datives, but not when there is already another dative object in the clause. Czech dyadic transitives can take direct objects in the accusative, dative, or genitive. (50)a) adds a benefactive dative to a verb whose object is accusative (¯°± ² ³ 'see'), and (50)b) genitive (dotknout se 'touch') 26 . In (50)b), the direct object of the verb pomoci (past nepomohl) is dative; here, the addition of a benefactive dative is out: 21 The morphological case corresponding to dative in Greek. 22 Another one is krmit 'feed', which however prefers for the theme to be in the instrumental. In the double accusative construction, the accusative theme behaves as described below for μ ¶ · ¹ . 23 In the example I give I use a full NP for the goal, to avoid the issue of any double-accusative filter on the clitic cluster. 24 Formed with SE as in Romance. Using the synthetic passive does give a very sharp contrast between the goal and the theme as well, but even the goal as a nominative is degraded, as if often the case with Czech synthetic passives (a largely literary form) on other syntactic tests. 25 Holmberg (1999:34 , reporting the judgments of Thorbjörg Hróarsdóttir) gives multiple Object Shift of both arguments as severely degraded, but Collins and Thráinsson (1996) and Jónsson (1996) accept it. 26 The particle se here is the inherent SE of Romance which does not substitute for an argument. In this section, we have argued that the split between possible (DAT, ACC) and impossible (ACC, DAT/ACC)/(DAT, DAT) Case configurations found in Restructuring is also found in a different domain, the distribution of structural Cases on the internal arguments of ditransitive verbs. For these verbs, only the (DAT, ACC) pattern allows the treatment of both the dative and the accusative as structural; in the other patterns, the highest argument (dative or accusative) is structural and the other receives case via other means (e.g. a null preposition). Regardless of the actual mechanism involved, the clear generalization is that only those structural Case configurations (namely, (DAT, ACC)) allowed within ditransitive constructions are allowed in Restructuring constructions. Other Case configurations cannot restructure, because whatever the structural Case licensing mechanism found in monoclausal constructions is, such as multiple Case licensing as proposed here, it cannot handle those patterns. Therefore the infinitival argument requires its own licenser, v, which gives the infinitival complement at least a vP structure, which bars clitic climbing. In the following section, we will give additional reasons to believe that under Restructuring, the internal argument of the matrix verb and all arguments of the infinitive enter into a Case licensing dependency with a single Case licenser, the matrix v.
It is however worth noting, before we proceed, the parallel between the data discussed here and the 3-to-2 advancement law of Relational Grammar found in causative formation Perlmutter 1976, 1983) . Cross-linguistically (e.g. in Romance, Basque, and Georgian), embedding a clause under a causative predicate forces the embedded subject to be come accusative/absolutive if the clause is intransitive, but a (structural 27 ) dative if the clause is transitive and already has its own accusative/absolutive object. In those cases where Restructuring tests have been applied, e.g. Romance, causatives behave as single clauses. It therefore seems as if here also, the (ACC, ACC) pattern is ruled out and the (DAT, ACC) pattern is fine. Interestingly, embedding a ditransitive predicate which already has both a dative and accusative/absolutive internal arguments can not use the same strategy as transitive clauses and give the embedded subject a structural dative. In Georgian and Basque, a nominalization is employed; in Romance, the subject has to be realized as a PP. This confirms the ban against (DAT, DAT) Case configurations that we have found with Restructuring and ditransitives. Bonet (1991:177) , in an in-depth study of indirect and direct object clitic and agreement combinations, formulates the Person-Case Constraint (PCC) 28 :
Case, Agreement, and the Person-Case Constraint
In a combination of a direct object and an indirect object, the direct object has to be third person. b.
Both the direct object and the indirect object are phonologically weak.
The constraint has long been known for Spanish (Perlmutter 1971) and French (Kayne 1975) as a constraint against a sequence of an indirect object clitic and a direct object 1 st /2 nd person clitic in ditransitives: 58) *Paul me lui présentera Paul me-A him-D will.introduce "Paul will introduce me to him."
Bonet's findings expand the range of constructions which the constraint affects, the range of elements, and the range of languages. It seems to be universal (Bonet shows it holds for Arabic, Basque, Georgian, Greek, the Romance group, Southern Tiwa, and Walbiri), affect both clitic and agreement affix combinations dative-accusative (absolutive) combinations, and holds whether the dative is an indirect object, a benefactive or possessive dative, or the dative subject of causative constructions, but not an 'ethical' dative. Bonet argues that PCC applies to weak elements satisfying the above definition that end up in T, either as agreement affixes or clitics. It never affects subject and object combinations in ditransitives. Bejar and Rezac (2001) argue that the constraint must in fact be formulated to apply specifically to multiple NPs with structural Case within the scope of a single Case licenser. This conclusion follows from the fact that the PCC never holds between the nominative and any internal argument, even though all of the above languages have subject agreement on T and either object agreement or object cliticization to T. Consequently, it cannot be formulated over elements locally related to T; rather, the reason it does not apply to nominative+object combinations is because the nominative is licensed by T and the Case of the object(s) by v. On the other hand, the PCC does apply to piacere-class unaccusatives (59)a) and DOC passives (59)b) in Icelandic, which have two NP arguments, the higher one with a structural dative and the lower with a structural nominative, and both of which are licensed by T (Chomsky 1998 shown-m.sg.N/shown-f.sg.N you-pl .N "You were shown to her." (Sigurðsson 1996:35, 32) In both examples, the dative subject and the nominative subject are licensed by T. The PCC operates here but not when another Case licenser, v, separates the relevant clitics/agreement affixes, and thus provides a diagnostic of the scope of individual Case licensers or multiple Case licensing. In Czech, the PCC holds of dative-accusative clitics when the dative is an argumental, benefactive, or possessive dative, but not with the dative of address (see Toman 1998 on these distinctions) 30 : We have seen evidence above that in (DAT, ACC) ditransitives the dative is structural. The application of the PCC here suggests that the scope of the relevant Case licenser extends over both internal arguments 31 . Turning to Restructuring constructions, we have argued above that the mechanism responsible for Case licensing there is the same as one responsible for Case licensing in ditransitives, and that in both a single Case licenser has scope over several arguments. This mechanism allows (DAT, ACC) sequences in Restructuring and ditransitives, but not others. If the reasoning in the section is correct, PCC should apply to (DAT, ACC) sequence created by Restructuring and CC, which it does:
61)
Honza mu ho/ji/?*tÞ dovolil/poradil/pß Given the analysis of the PCC here, its application in R constructions bolsters the argument above that that same Case licensing mechanism is involved for both Restructuring and the internal arguments of a ditransitive construction, and that in both cases there is a single Case licenser taking scope over several arguments. If the Case configuration is such as to make this impossible (s.c. other than (DAT, ACC) when more than one argument is in the scope of the Case licenser), the infinitival complement requires its own v to license Case, and is therefore at least a vP. The implications of this observation are taken up in the next section 32 .
32 Under this analysis, we might also expect Czech passives to pattern with Icelandic and show the PCC. They do not, though they are not absent in general, as ft. (Error! Bookmark not defined.) shows. There are other languages where the PCC holds with the objects of ditransitives but not their passives or analogous structures (e.g. Basque (but not the Ondorroan dialect), Georgian, Greek, Romance). This follows from an independent difference (the availability of the dative for moving to [Spec, TP] ); the issue is discussed in Bejar and Rezac (2001) .
CLITIC MOVEMENT IN THE SYNTAX
The conclusion reached in the above sections have some interesting implications for the syntax of clitic climbing, and of clitic movement in general. First, clitic climbing is dependent on and an obligatory consequence of Restructuring, a conclusion familiar since Aissen and Perlmutter (1976) . The contribution of recent work to the relationship between CC and R consists primarily in identifying the properties that distinguish RIs from NRIs. Following Wurmbrand (1998), it has been argued above that RIs are bare VP complements lacking any higher function projections and an external argument. For Control verbs, RIs alternate with NRI CPs, wh-infinitives, and finite clauses, all of which do not permit CC. Thus, CC is bounded by CPs. Interestingly, it has also been shown to be bounded by Raising TPs; here also CC implies a VP structure for the complement. The conditions are identical with the conditions on the A-movement (and Case/Agreement relations generally) of internal objects in embedded clauses.
The impossibility of CC out of TP complements is particularly interesting. While bounding of movement in general out of CPs without the presence of an escape hatch should follow from a general theory of islands, and a story could doubtless be told about that would rule CC out in this case, the bounding of object A-movement out of TPs follows from conditions that are specific to A-movement: namely the presence of a Case licenser below T (or in T by head movement), which satisfies the Case requirements the NPs it c-commands, and freezes them within the closest TP.
These conclusions from section 2 find full support from the independent, Case-based evidence in section 3. We have seen that the CC is blocked if the Case configuration of the internal arguments of the matrix clause in combination with the arguments of the infinitive is other than (DAT, ACC), which is the only configuration which can undergo multiple Case licensing. Other configurations, e.g. (ACC, ACC) force the presence of a Case licenser (say v) in the infinitive to check the Case of its argument(s). As a consequence of this additional structure, CC is blocked. However, this additional structure should only block A-movement, since it is the checking of Case that freezes A-movement of NPs within the (inclusive) scope of their Caselicenser. If CC were implemented by a mechanism other than A-movement, or even by a mechanism in addition to A-movement, the addition of a vP barrier should not interfere with it, and similarly the TP should prove no obstacle.
This observation contributes to the discussion in clitic literature as to whether clitics actually displace in the syntax from their θ-related positions (Kayne 1975 and subsequent literature), or whether they are base-generated in a higher position and bind an empty category in the θ-position (first Rivas 1977). Czech clitic climbing behaves entirely as an A-movement process driven by the requirements of Case licensing, and should have a parallel or identical analysis. In particular, it is sensitive to locality principles which block partial clitic climbing or a reversal of the base-generated dative > accusative order, bounded by barriers which are the loci of Case licensing (TP and vP), and impossible out of adjunct islands. These are properties of a class of chains analyzed as movement-chains 33 in the GB and Minimalist literature, rather than binding chains which are insensitive to interveners and not blocked by either category boundaries or adjunct islands 34 . The arguments presented here then demonstrate that pronominal clitic climbing, and by implication clitic movement, is Case-driven movement, and cannot employ other mechanisms to cross those boundaries which bind A-movement. The bounding of A-movement in this way follows from its very nature: A-movement is impossible for an NP once its Case has been checked. If pronominal clitics could resort to an independent clitic-specific movement, it would be rather mysterious why it is bounded in quite the same way; in particular why it is sensitive to TP (Raising) and vP barriers. This suggests that the movement of pronominal clitics in the syntax is entirely Case-driven.
Clearly, this concept needs much further exploration. One immediate problem is that second position clitics are often argued to be locally related to T, while the only Case-driven movement known for VP max -internal objects is Object Shift, which is normally analyzed as movement to [Spec, vP] . However, there is much about Object Shift that suggests it is in fact movement to [Spec, TP] and should be conflated with the so-called Multiple Subject Constructions, including the identical positions available to both types of movement, similar effects on information structure, and the target site of each which is above VP-level adverbs but freely ordered between TP-level adverbs (Rezac 2001b) . Nevertheless, Object Shift remains Case-driven A-movement and should not be able to displace NPs beyond the domain of the closest Case licenser, which is v for internal arguments; Rezac 2001b argues that these requirements can be obtained, with empirical advantages, if Case licensing is (optionally) implemented by v after its head-movement to T. If this argument could be maintained, Object Shift would place clitics in a local relation to T for free. Moreover, it would place them there in the correct order, dative preceding accusative, due to the locality constraints on multiple specifiers checking a single feature (Richards's 1997 'tucking-in') .
Such an approach casts doubt as to the presence of clitic-specific movement in the syntax at all. For most of the other clitics of the 2P cluster in Czech, both their relative positions and the restriction to one clitic of each type per clause immediately follow given their base-generation sites, as discussed in section 1. The freer ordering of the adverbial clitics and of the dative of address arguably follows from their nature as speaker-oriented or TP-level adverbs. Lastly, the position of genitive clitics corresponding to genitive extraction out of quantified NPs is reminiscent of similar movements of quantified and negative objects in Icelandic. Remarkably, this movement targets a position higher than VP-level adverbs but below that targeted by Object Shift and Multiple Subject Constructions (Jónsson 1996:90ff.) , coinciding precisely with the right-edge location of the genitive in the 2P cluster in Czech (see King and Franks 2000:107ff) .
These conclusions suggest that Czech clitics undergo movement but that there are no clitic-specific syntactic operations. The fact that the 2P cluster order reflects the base-generated order of the clitics follow from the fact that the syntactic operations which apply to clitics respect locality as a constraint on movement. Operations which could disrupt the base-generated order, such as ì -movement, cannot apply to clitics; and this is consistent with the fact that clitics cannot receive either a wh or focus interpretation. This conclusion is important because clitic movement looks like the prototypical example of movement driven by the phonological (perhaps specifically prosodic) needs of the moving element -greed -instead of a target-goal relation. The overall picture which emerges here is rather of a computational component that manipulates clitics on clitic-independent basis, deriving the ordering and positional co-occurrence facts of the 34 Typical examples of binding chains are Control chains which provide an interpretation for PRO (see Landau 1999 for a recent discussion of the relevant properties) and quantifier-variable chains.
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